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toy capable of appealing to a child's, __ ‘,tural 
when. at siiiiialetieseniseneeseateut lat 
.tl ' ‘ ac eaiiveiegelties ' reviee a 

e1 get tee it 
while With-little in: so. 

theinveiitieasees ts etesesins Mensa-Window 
in a‘ wall thereof, a drunrnicuntedwithin;said 
casingktlie cylindrical,- surface having depicted 
thereon either in pictures or words or both a series 
of related kszoiea story, a se 
quence 9f ceiteqna 91‘ lines at: a , 
nurseryerime; etc., and-means-ni ' 
the drum so as to bring the 
with the wiedcwsia sequence, 

For-convenience of reference‘, the related 
willbe reierred to as “contin ty,” or “sent; - 

l6. E85,,“ ' ‘ 

' Inthe preferred"embodimentiyofgthe invention, 
the continuity or sequence of" events is printed, 
painted, or otherwise depicted on a strip of paper, 
fabric, or other suitable material, and “the con 
tinuity strip” may advantageously be detachably 
secured to the drum so that it may be readily re 
placed with another continuity by a child. 
The underlying inventive concept is susceptible 

of being embodied in a number of different me 
chanical forms, one of which is being shown in 
the accompanying drawings for illustrative pur 
poses. The following is a brief description of said 
drawing: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view, partly broken 
away, 01' the illustrative embodiment of the in-v 
vention; 

Figure 2 is avertical cross-section taken on line 
2-2 of Figure 1, and looking in the direction 
ofv the arrows; ' . 
Figure 3 is a perspective view, partly broken 

away and partly in section, on a larger scale, of 
the drum which carries the continuity to be ex 
hibited, and , 
Figure 4 is a perspective view of a continuity 
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strip, which may be used with the device of“ the 

inrcntiea. 
strewn. in Figures 11., and. 2; .thecasins , fell the 

device» ct thev invention may be, in; the form. or 
a rectangular, , eon having? the, vpartied I1 
and he eimvalilenaeeedcover-orwill’. Qnc of 
the rwallsiwhichis. preierahlr batman-necessarily 
theiraxmwalleisiprovided‘ with, .e seine-or 
windew ‘it; The her-masher decoretedin‘ any 
suitable‘ mannen in 114.esp-lila-with.v the Bums-e.» of 
the device, and a desired title or namesmay'be 
insm‘ibedthereca Em: example, the tit1e.“Kiddic 
Movie-e1’ ' shown Printed,‘ bclcw, the enemas-tor 
wieclcwé 1.3;, The casinamar beinade inwhole. 

, enrvrsuitable material. such-assesses 
cardbdem, .wcodiplasticror- metal-1 

'l‘heedmm icr'ecar-ryieethe continuity isdenoted 
generally, “e an iconsists essentially oi- the 
onenven; cylinder» “5,. and; the. two? ?anged 

. Westernersan III-:- Theiupner» lid or cover 
ferablvv memorable whereas the bottom 

LL18 preferably; permenentla secured 
'_ ; ending‘ through. the, centers 

' ll‘ its-e crli?dticatmd 

1 seven l1; ens. passes freely 
l,9.. in, the, upper: cover: it; 
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. ll may. eel. wnteescuslr take the 
torrecftlieelement 2,1; which has the ‘cylindrical, 
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upper portion 22*and‘the conical vlower portion 23": 
The element 2| is secured to the bottom cover 
I‘! with its cylindrical portion 22 extending 
through an aperture in said cover, and the lower 

. end of the rod extends into and is secured to the 
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cylindrical portion 22. 
Theyconical portion 23 of the element 2| con 

stitutes part of the means for mounting the cy 
lindric'al drum for rotation within the casing II. 
The numeral '24 denotes a bearing block, which 
is mounted on a horizontal partition 25 spaced 
from the bottom of the box I. The upper surface 
of the bearing blockis provided with a conical 
recess 28, which is adapted to receive the conical 
portion 23 of the element 2!‘. The numeral 21 
denotes a cross-piece which is provided with an 
aperture 28 for receiving the upper end of the 
cylindrical rod or shaft l8. The cross-piece 21 is 
supported from two opposite walls of the casing 
II by means of the brackets 29, 29’. ' 

y The drum may be rotated-about the shaft IS 
in a. suitable manner as by means of the friction 
drive shown in Figure 2 of the drawing. Extend 
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ing through one wall of the casing II is a hori 
zontal shaft 30. Reenforcing washers 3|. and 32 
may be provided about the aperture through 
which the shaft passes. A roller 33 is secured to 
the inner end of the shaft, and a crank 34 having 
the handle 34’ is secured to the outer end of the 
shaft. The drum rests on the roller 33, so that 
rotation of the shaft 30 by means of the handle 
34' causes the drum to rotate. 
As has been stated, the drum is adapted to‘ 

carry about its cylindrical surface a strip which 
10 

I have for convenience referred to as “continuity , 
strip.” The continuity may be any one of an 
in?nite number of easy short stories for children, 
which may be chosen from the Bible, history, 

. ther stimulated to memorize the picture 

4 
then the lid is replaced. The flange of the lid l5 
then holds the strip in place. 
For commercial purposes, a number of addi 

tional strips carrying different subjects may be 
provided with each device. These additional 
strips may be stored in the drum M. In Figures 2 
and 3, a number of strips 40 and 4| are shown 
stored in the drum. 

I It will be understood from the foregoing descrip 
tion that inherent curiosity will stimulate a child 
to turn the handle 34' and thereby to produce the 
effect of motion pictures. The child will be fur 

and/or 
' words and to test his memory as he turns the 

15' 
nursery rimes, and even cartoons from news- I 
papers. A number of continuities of various kinds 
and types may be furnished with each toy, and 
the child may be encouraged to make his own 
continuities, thereby stimulating his creative in~ 
stinct. 

In the illustrated embodiment, the continuity 
strip is indicated by the numeral 35, and has de 
picted thereon in a series of vertical panels a se 
quence of pictures and legends of a cartoon such 
as generally appears in the Sunday newspapers. 
The pictures run consecutively from right to 
left vso that when mounted'on the drum, rotation 
of the handle in a forward direction will bring the 
'pictures into registration with the window I 3 from 
left to right. _ > ' ' 

The strip of pictures may be secured perma 
nently or detachably to the circumference of the 
drum‘ in any suitable manner. In the illustrative 
embodiment, the strip is detachably secured so 
that different strips may be used with the same 
drum. A band of paper 35 or other material is 
adhesively secured to the vertical flange of the up 
per lid I6, and a similar strip 37 is adhesively se~ 
cured to the vertical cylindrical portion of the 
lower lid ll. These bands are somewhat wider 
than the flanges of the two lids, thereby provid 
ing an upper annular groove 38 and a lower annu~ 
lar groove 38. The continuity strip is just long 
enough to go entirely around the drum, and its 
marginal edges are adapted to be received in the 
annular grooves 38 and 39, thereby holding the 
strip in place. In the case of a relatively stiff con 
tinuity strip, it may be necessary to remove the 
upper lid l6 before mounting the strip on the 
drum. The strip is passed around the drum with 
its lower marginal edge in the lower groove 39 and‘ 
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drum. The fact that the parts of the device are 
separable will encourage the child to take it apart 
and ‘to put it together again, thereby strengthen 
ing his instinct of construction or contrivance. 
He will also be encouraged or stimulated to change 
the continuity from time to time, and to make 
his own continuities, as by pasting the individual 
pictures from a cartoon on a horizontal strip. 
The foregoing description is given by way, of 

illustration and not of limitation, and no limita 
tions are to be imported into the olaimunless re 
quired by the state of the prior art. - " 

I claim: " - 'f' - 

A toy of the character described comprising a 
casing having a window in a vertical wall thereof, 
a vertical shaft journalled between, the top and 
bottom of said casing, a cylindrical drum mount 
ed on said shaft for rotation within said container, 
said drum having depicted on its cylindrical sur 
face a sequence of events, and means to rotate 
said drum so as to bring'each event in sequence 
into registration with said window, said means 
consisting of a horizontal shaft extending into 
said casing through one wall thereof with its in 
ner end in contact with the bottom of said cylin~ 
dn'cal drum, and a crank at the outer end of said 
shaft for turning said shaft. ' 

' CHARLES _O. WALLS. _ 
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